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DETERMINING THE IMPACT OF BUSINESS 
STRATEGIES USING PRINCIPLES FROM 

GOAL-ORIENTED MEASUREMENT 
 

Victor Basili1,2, Jens Heidrich3, Mikael Lindvall1, Jürgen Münch3,  
Carolyn Seaman1,4, Myrna Regardie1, Adam Trendowicz3 

 
 
Abstract 
In practice, the success or failure of business strategies is often determined by management as a 
gut feeling without taking into account quantitative information. If data is collected, it is often un-
clear how the data contributes to higher-level goals of the organization. GQM+Strategies® pro-
vides mechanisms for explicitly linking measurement goals to higher-level goals, and also to goals 
and strategies at the level of the entire business. It is based on experiences with software-related 
organizations, but is intended to be applicable in all kinds of businesses. This article gives an over-
view of the basic concepts and presents a practical case. 
 
1. Introduction 

Determining the impact of business strategies is crucial for effective decision making within an or-
ganization. Different goals and corresponding strategies exist at different levels of the overall busi-
ness. In practice, these goals and strategies are not aligned and their success or failure is often de-
termined by management as a gut feeling without taking into account quantitative information. For 
instance, in a software organization, engineers are frequently faced with apparently unrealistic 
goals related to software development. If the next version of a software product needs to be re-
leased to the market in half of the originally planned time, the software development schedule is 
simply cut in half. There is rarely a discussion of trade-offs or other options for such decisions in 
order to avoid deviations of budget and schedule. Goals and strategies need to be defined explicitly 
and derived from high-level business goals in a systematic and transparent way. Moreover, under-
lying assumptions and environmental factors are often not documented, which makes it hard to de-
termine the reasons for failed strategies. Furthermore, if measurement data is collected on the 
project level, it is often unclear how the activities performed there and the data collected contribute 
to higher-level goals of the organization. For instance, time and money are spent on software initia-
tives that do, in fact, not contribute to the bottom line of the business. In practice, an approach to 
measurement that explicitly links high-level business goals and measurement data is needed. Build-
ing an effective measurement program is a challenging task in itself. It involves observation, expe-
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rience facilitation, collaboration, decision making, analysis, and synthesis regarding goals, context 
factors, and assumptions. Furthermore, it assumes an organizational structure that sustains the 
process and learns. Most organizations fall short of putting together a successful program. This ar-
ticle presents the GQM+Strategies® approach [2] for explicitly linking measurement goals to high-
er-level goals for the organization, and also to goals and strategies at the level of the overall busi-
ness. Even though the development of the approach was focused on software-related organizations, 
the basic concepts can be generalized to set up an organization-wide measurement program for con-
trolling business strategies. GQM+Strategies® is based on the familiar Goal Question Metric para-
digm [1], which is in widespread use today for creating and establishing measurement programs 
throughout the software industry. This extension to GQM adds the capability to create measure-
ment programs that ensure alignment between business goals and strategies, software-specific 
goals, and measurement goals. Although GQM has served the software industry well for several 
decades, it never provided explicit support for integrating its software measurement model with 
elements of the larger organization, such as higher-level business goals and strategies. Section 2 
gives a detailed step-by-step description of how to systematically connect goals on an organiza-
tion’s different levels of abstraction using the GQM+Strategies® approach. Section 3 presents an 
example case of how to apply the approach, Section 4 briefly illustrates practical benefits, Section 5 
addresses related work, and Section 6 presents final conclusions and future work. 

2. Basics of the GQM+Strategies® Approach 

Based on the authors’ experience with establishing measurement programs, we see three essential 
factors for putting together an effective and sustainable measurement program. The first factor is to 
define the right goals. This includes linking goals at all logical levels of the organization (e.g., 
business, system, software, and project), using corporate goals to generate lower-level goals, and 
inheriting lower-level goals from upper-level goals. Moreover, it is important to identify the con-
text and temporal aspects of a goal, such as what are we focusing on, or what shall be achieved and 
by when. The second factor is to collect the right data; that is, quantifying and interpreting the goals 
at all levels, justifying what data is collected at each level and why, maximizing the benefits, as 
well as minimizing data collection and data analysis costs. This also includes taking maximum ad-
vantage of already existing data (instead of defining everything from scratch in a pure top-down 
manner). The third factor is to define and sustain the measurement process. This includes creating 
the right organizational structure, getting feedback to projects in a timely fashion, and maintaining 
commitment within all organizational levels (from top-level management down to project manag-
ers). 
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Figure 1: Meta-Model Elements for Constructing a GQM+Strategies® Grid 
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The Conceptual Model 
GQM+Strategies® [2] is an approach for clarifying and harmonizing goals and strategies across all 
levels of an organization, communicating business goals throughout the whole company, aligning 
goals with strategies, monitoring the deployment strategy, and obtaining feedback about the success 
or failure of strategies and business goals. One central component of the GQM+Strategies® ap-
proach is the conceptual model: The GQM+Strategies® grid specifies goals and strategies across all 
levels of an organization including the measurement program needed to monitor and control them. 
Figure 1 gives an overview of all conceptual elements for constructing a grid. The meta-model al-
lows multiple goal levels and permits deriving multiple strategies for each of these goal levels. A 
goal may be realized by a set of strategies, which may in turn lead to a sequence of goals. A set of 
predefined goals and strategies may be defined as part of an (organization-specific) experience 
base. Selection and adaptation of predefined goals and strategies as well as definition of new goals 
and strategies is driven by context factors and assumptions. Context factors are environmental va-
riables that represent the organizational environment and affect the kind of models and data that 
can be used. Assumptions are estimated unknowns that can affect the interpretation of the data. The 
entire model provides an organization with a mechanism not only for defining measurement consis-
tent with larger, upper-level organizational concerns, but also for interpreting and rolling up the 
resulting measurement data at each level. At each goal level, measurement plans are defined in or-
der the measure the achievement of the defined goal in combination with the chosen strategy. This 
includes the definition of GQM measurement goals, the derivation of questions and metrics, as well 
as the definition of an interpretation model that determines whether the measurement goal has been 
achieved. A single GQM goal (that measures a GQM+Strategies® element), corresponding ques-
tions, metrics and interpretation models are called a GQM graph in the GQM+Strategies® notation. 

The Grid Derivation Process 
The GQM+Strategies® grid derivation process [2] consists of a couple of basic tasks that may be 
instantiated depending on the concrete application scenario. For instance, if you want to start with a 
software-related goal and want to relate upper-level business goals as well as lower-level project 
goals to it, you need a different sequence of tasks than if you want to derive the whole grid in a top-
down-oriented manner. For simplicity reasons, we present an activity diagram of the top-down 
process in Figure 2. There are basically two different kinds of processes, which may be performed 
in parallel. On the left side, there are tasks needed to define goals and related strategies. This 
process is iterated as long as all organizational levels (for which the measurement program has to 
be created) are defined. On the right side, there are tasks needed to measure already defined goals 
and strategies; that is, corresponding measurement goals are defined and questions, metrics, and 
interpretation models are specified using the GQM approach. This measurement branch can be built 
up in parallel to breaking down goals and strategies. The latter process consists of the following 
tasks: 
• Elicit General Context & Assumptions: Before defining business goals for an organization, the 

basic motivation needs to be determined and the rationales that lead to defining the goal need to 
be described. (1) First, context factors of the organization are defined. This includes characte-
rizing the product or service provided, identifying existing processes, tools, etc., characterizing 
typical customers, characterizing income sources and business model (e.g., characterizing the 
factors that influence profitability, contracting vehicles, etc.), characterizing organizational in-
terfaces (such as levels in the overall organization and levels in the contract chain), and finally, 
characterizing existing measurement programs and already collected data. (2) Second, underly-
ing assumptions that lead to business goals are documented. For instance, this includes what 
one believes to be true but has little or no empirical evidence about, as well as assumptions 
about the technology, market, customers, the organization, or the workforce. 
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• Define Top-Level Goals: (1) First, an initial set of potential high-level goals has to be identified. 
These goals may be derived from asking some basic questions, such as: What are the organiza-
tional principles that you do not want to change, i.e., aspects of the organization you want to 
keep as is? What are the key elements of the environment (such as transparency, employee sa-
tisfaction, controlled risk, learning environment)? Is the organization risk-averse, risk-neutral, 
or risk-driven? What are your existing business goals? What do you want to happen next? 
Where do you envisage your organization in 5 or 10 years? How do you want to grow, e.g., new 
customers, new competencies? How would you define success, e.g., do you want to improve 
some aspect of the business? (2) Second, once a list of initial goals has been defined, the goals 
have to be prioritized. This also includes identifying conflicts and other relationships between 
the goals. (3) Third, once the most important goals have been determined, they need to be for-
malized using the GQM+Strategies® goal template. The template documents the basic activity 
that should be performed in order to accomplish the goal, the main (quality) focus of the goal, 
the object under consideration (e.g., a process or product), the quantification of the goal speci-
fied by a magnitude, the timeframe in which the magnitude has to be achieved, the scope, and 
basic constraints that may limit accomplishing the goal. Furthermore, potential relationships 
with other (complementary or competing) goals are listed. 
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Figure 2: The GQM+Strategies® Grid Derivation Process 

• Make Strategy Decisions: (1) First, a list of potential strategies for achieving the business goal 
needs to be identified (e.g., building a more reliable system that will lead to less customer com-
plaints vs. testing reliability in). (2) Second, the most promising strategy has to be selected con-
sidering its cost and benefit, and taking into account context factors and assumptions that natu-
rally restrict the feasibility of potential strategies. 

• Define Goals: This task is only conducted if one or more strategies could be refined by another 
goal level. The stop criterion depends on the organization for which the GQM+Strategies® mod-
el is built. Usually, the process stops if a concrete set of steps has been derived that may easily 
be implemented in the organization (e.g., on the project level). (1) First, the implications of the 
chosen upper-level strategies (e.g., strategies of the business level) with respect to lower-level 
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goals (e.g., software development-specific goals) have to be elicited. For instance, if a chosen 
strategy is to test in reliability, the software test processes must be examined. (2) Second, po-
tential lower-level goals need to be identified based on this analysis (e.g., decrease customer re-
ported defects by improving system test effectiveness). (3) Third, the most promising goal with 
respect to feasibility, cost, and benefit is selected. Again, context factors and assumptions help 
to define the right selection criteria. (4) Fourth, the lower-level goal needs to be formalized us-
ing the goal template as described above (see “Define Top-Level Goals”). 

Creating the measurement branch of the grid for each goal and strategy level is not an isolated task; 
that is, the metrics derived across different levels of the GQM+Strategies® model will usually over-
lap. Moreover, an interpretation model for a higher-level goal may only be defined completely if 
the lower-level pieces have already been modeled. 

Define GQM Graphs: A measurement plan has to be developed for evaluating the achievement of 
goals and strategies. (1) First, potential measurement goals need to be identified. The GQM goal 
template [2] (object, purpose, quality aspect, viewpoint, and context) is used for formalizing the 
measurement goal. (2) Second, GQM questions and metrics as well as criteria for evaluating the 
achievement of the measurement goals are determined and interpretation models are defined for 
aggregating and interpreting the collected measurement data. With that, the GQM+Strategies® mod-
el provides guidance not just for planning, but also for analyzing and rolling up the resulting data 
for the decision makers and helps to make the right decisions for achieving the designated goal and 
evaluating the implementation strategy. (3) Third, relationships between the interpretation models 
on this level and the one above need to be identified. The reason for that is that using the informa-
tion from the current level may help to extend and improve the upper-level interpretation models 
significantly. 

3. Applying the GQM+Strategies® Approach 

The example case presented in this section is a hypothetical project, built upon real project expe-
rience gained over many years of industrial work. GQM+Strategies® was applied post mortem in 
order to evaluate the applicability of the conceptual model. In the following, the activities that were 
performed in order to systematically define the measurement program according to the 
GQM+Strategies® method are described. The two branches of the grid derivation process presented 
in the previous section are merged into a continuous series of tasks. 

Elicit General Context & Assumptions: A company called Company X creates web applications in 
the financial area. Their most famous product is called Splash and Company X is the market leader 
for this class of product. The basic motivation for defining a measurement program is that the mar-
ket for this class of product is becoming highly competitive and there is a need to safeguard the 
place in the market.  

Table 1: Formalized Goal on the Business Level 

Activity Increase 
Focus Customer satisfaction 
Object Product “Splash” 
Magnitude 10% reduction in number of customer complaints 
Timeframe 12 weeks after release 
Scope Web Products Division, Splash Project Manager  
Constraints Splash price and functionality 
Relations Can conflict with development cost goals, schedule goals, … 
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Define Top-Level Goals: A way to safeguard the place in the market is to keep existing customers 
by generating customer loyalty. This can be achieved by improving customer satisfaction with the 
next product. Other potential high-level goals were not defined in our case. However, the organiza-
tion could also think about decreasing time to market in order to speed up delivery of its product to 
the customer. The business goal “increase customer satisfaction for the next product” is selected as 
the only goal and is formalized according to the goal template. The results can be seen in Table 1. 

Define Top-Level GQM Graphs: The GQM goal for evaluating the defined business goal is as fol-
lows: Analyze customer complaints trend for Splash for the purpose of evaluation with respect to a 
10% improvement over history from the point of view of quality management in the context of the 
Web Products Division of Company X. Questions and metrics are derived and an interpretation 
model for evaluating the achievement of the goal is defined: If the ratio between customer com-
plaints for Splash and a historical baseline over a 12-week time period is less than or equal to 0.9, 
the business goal is achieved. 

Make Strategy Decisions (on Business Level): An analysis revealed that many customer complaints 
are due to product reliability problems. Brainstorming potential strategies resulted in the following 
alternatives: (S1) build reliability in (e.g., implement fewer defects) or (S2) test reliability in (e.g., 
remove more defects). Company X has only little control over the development process and only a 
limited budget for process improvement. Thus, they decide to “test reliability in”. 

Define Goals (on Software Level): First, we elicit the implications of the chosen strategy with re-
spect to software development. In order to test reliability in, the software test processes must be ex-
amined. Potential software goals include decreasing customer-reported defects by improving (G1) 
system test effectiveness, (G2) unit test effectiveness, or (G3) acceptance test effectiveness. Com-
pany X has discovered a new system test process that seems appropriate for their context. They as-
sume (based on their experience) that they can decrease the total number of customer complaints by 
10% by reducing customer-reported software field defects (i.e., those that slip by system test) by 
20%. So the most promising goal is to decrease customer-reported defects by improving system test 
effectiveness. A formalization of the goal is presented in Table 2. 

Table 2: Formalized Goal on the Software Level 

Activity Decrease 
Focus Customer-reported software defects 
Object System test process for Splash  
Magnitude 20%  
Timeframe 12 weeks after release (might check every week)  
Scope Web Products Division, Splash Software Manager 
Constraints Development cost and functionality 
Relations Can conflict with development cost goals, schedule goals, … 

 
Define GQM Graphs (on Software Level): The corresponding GQM goal is to analyze the trend in 
unique customer complaints that are due to software defects for the purpose of evaluation with re-
spect to a 20% reduction when compared to prior projects from the point of view of quality man-
agement in the context of the Web Products Division of Company X. The goal is achieved if the 
number of unique customer complaints that are due to software defects of Splash compared to the 
average number of complaints of a set of baseline products is less than or equal to 0.8. This new 
information has some implications for the interpretation model of the business goal. For example, if 
the number of customer complaints is reduced by 10% or more, then we have achieved our business 
goal, else – if the number of unique customer complaints due to defects is reduced by 20% – the 
assumption may be wrong. It is necessary to consider that perhaps the unique customer complaints 
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due to defects are not a major problem relative to other customer complaints. It is then necessary to 
identify the major sources of complaints and redefine the strategy or reconsider the business goal. 

Make Strategy Decisions (on Software Level): Because there is a new system test process that 
seems appropriate for Company X, the one and only strategy is to introduce the new system test 
process. 

Table 3: Formalized Goal on the Project Level 

Activity Decrease 
Focus Defect slippage 
Object New system test process for Splash 
Magnitude 20%  
Timeframe 12 weeks after release (might check every week)  
Scope Web Products Division, Splash Software Manager 
Constraints Development cost and functionality 
Relations Can conflict with development cost goals, schedule goals, … 

 
Define Goals (on Project Level): Company X assumes that reducing slippage by 20% reduces re-
ported defects by 20%. They already collect defect slippage data and have created a corresponding 
baseline based on the assumption that the projects that form the baseline are relevant to the current 
Splash development project. The goal is to apply the new system test method in order to see if it 
reduces defect slippage by at least 20% and generates the necessary improvement to customer 
complaints. The goal is formalized in Table 3. 
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Figure 3: Summary of Context Factors and Assumptions 

Define GQM Graphs (on Project Level): The GQM goal for evaluating the goal on the project level 
is to analyze the system test process for Splash for the purpose of evaluation with respect to 20% 
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defect slippage compared to prior projects from the point of view of quality management in the 
context of the Web Products Division of Company X. The goal is achieved if the ratio of faults 
found in system test to that found after system test on the Splash project compared to the same av-
erage ratio in the set of baseline projects is greater than or equal to 1.2. If the value is between 1 
and 1.2, then the new method is better than history but not good enough to achieve the goal. The 
relationships between this interpretation model and the one for the software goal are as follows: If 
the customer-reported defects are reduced by 20%, then we have achieved our software goal, else – 
if defect slippage from system test is reduced by at least 20% – one of the previous assumptions is 
wrong (either reducing slippage by 20% does not reduce reported defects by 20% or the projects 
that form the baseline are not relevant to the current project). There are more GQM goals (not dis-
cussed in this example) on this level that could be followed depending on whether historical data on 
defect slippage exists. However, because of space limitations, we skip the remaining goals. A com-
prehensive overview of the goals, strategies, and related context factors and assumptions that 
helped in going from one level to the other can be found in Figure 3. 

4. Practical Benefits 

In practice, multiple goals on the same level of abstraction or on different levels of the 
GQM+Strategies® model will most likely be interrelated with each other. The most obvious rela-
tionship (documented in the conceptual model) is a hierarchical structure consisting of a top goal 
and sub-goals connected via strategies. For a certain goal, a set of complementary goals may exist, 
which provide additional support for the current goal. On the other hand, a set of competing goals 
may also exist that conflict with the current goal, whereas other goals may be totally unaffected by 
the current goal. There are several approaches available in practice and research to resolve goal 
conflicts (e.g., the Model-Clash Spiderweb diagrams [4]). However, sometimes it is hard to deter-
mine whether a strategy selected for one goal is in conflict with another goal. For instance, if our 
goal is to “increase product quality” and the derived strategy is “find more defects”, then the strate-
gy may have various effects on a goal like “increase profits”. On the one hand, costs are increased 
by putting more effort into finding defects. On the other hand, costs may also be decreased, because 
rework effort may be reduced. GQM+Strategies® allows us to explicitly model potential conflicts 
and also model assumptions we made in order to overcome potential conflicts. If a goal could not 
be achieved, interpretation models help to determine which parts of the model need to be changed 
and how to measure the effect of these changes. The GQM+Strategies® approach makes high-level 
goals, strategies, and related measurement goals explicit across all levels of an organization. The 
entire model provides an organization with a mechanism not only for defining software measure-
ment consistent with larger, upper-level organizational concerns, but also for interpreting and roll-
ing up the resulting measurement data at each level. However, in order to implement a sustainable 
measurement program, further activities have to be performed (which are part of the overall ap-
proach, but beyond the scope of this paper), including (a) measurement instrumentation, (b) data 
collection and validation, (c) data analysis, visualization, and interpretation, and (d) the practical 
introduction and management of a measurement program. 

5. Related Work 

CoBIT (Control Objectives for Information and related Technology) [6] is a framework that focus-
es on controlling IT. CoBIT was initially developed by the Information Systems Audit and Control 
Association (ISACA) and has been developed by the IT Governance Institute since 2000. CoBIT 
distinguishes between four different levels of goals: business goals, IT goals, process goals, and 
activity goals. The list of goals provided represents the consensus of experts. CoBIT provides me-
trics and models to measure their achievement. The CoBIT process model subdivides IT into four 
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domains and 34 processes in line with the responsibility areas of plan, build, run, and monitor IT 
processes. It has a clear focus on IT services, provides an easy structure for documenting relation-
ships between and among goals and metrics, and summarizes best practices for IT governance. 
However, it provides only a fixed set of goals, has limited tailoring support, and makes assumptions 
about the process (reference model) used. Moreover, it provides no means for documenting under-
lying context information and assumptions that would help to tailor the model to specific organiza-
tions. 

Practical Software and Systems Measurement (PSM) [8] defines an information-driven measure-
ment process that guides project managers in selecting, collecting, defining, analyzing, and report-
ing specific software issues. PSM represents best practices used by measurement experts. It is 
sponsored by the Department of Defense and the US Army. It focuses on measurement on the 
project level and defines seven common areas including schedule, cost, size, product quality, per-
formance, effectiveness, and customer satisfaction. The areas may be extended with respect to spe-
cific goals related to a project. The method is tool-supported and comes with a set of predefined 
goals and metrics that may be tailored to specific needs. It provides support for multiple measure-
ment areas, defines corresponding metrics on the project level, and provides best practices for im-
plementing a measurement program on the project level. However, it does not address measurement 
on the business level and does not link measurement on the project level to higher-level business 
goals and strategies. 

Balanced Scorecard (BSC) [7] is an approach for measuring whether the activities of a company 
meet its goals with respect to vision and strategy. It was initially developed by Robert S. Kaplan 
and David P. Norton and is used by decision-makers for controlling organization-wide goals, mak-
ing use of different dimensions that have to be determined based on the goals and characteristics of 
an organization. In order to derive goals and document relationships among them, a strategy map is 
defined, which connects all dimensions by using causal links (also known as BSC stories). Typical-
ly, four different dimensions are controlled (learning & growth, internal process, customer, and fi-
nancial), each including one to two business goals. For each goal of a BSC dimension, correspond-
ing indicators, target values, and initiatives (activities) are defined. BSC helps to make goals on the 
business level explicit, defines measures for controlling the goals, and sets target values. It helps to 
define causal chains for strategies in order to achieve business goals. However, depending on the 
organization, it is hard to formulate goals (no template is provided) and there is no consistent lin-
kage between measurement on the business level and on the project level. Becker and Bostelman 
[3] address the misalignment between strategy at the organizational level and the project level of 
software organizations caused by project data that does not address organizational goals and orga-
nizational goals that fail because they are not operationalized through processes and metrics at the 
project level. Buglione and Abran [5] also discuss the misalignment problem, but their work is 
more of a comparison, rather than a merger, of BSC and GQM. The M3P – Model, Measure, Man-
age Paradigm [9] – is an extension of the QIP and GQM. M3P embeds GQM as a measurement de-
finition technique within a larger framework that encompasses organizational concerns, but does 
not allow for explicitly linked goals at different levels of the organization. 

Six Sigma (6σ) [10] is a set of practices designed to improve manufacturing and business processes 
and seeks to identify and eliminate the causes of defects. It was first defined by Bill Smith at Moto-
rola in 1986 and can be used for creating new or controlling existing manufacturing or business 
processes in order to deliver products or services that meet customer needs. Six Sigma asserts that 
continuous efforts to achieve stable and predictable process results (i.e., to reduce process varia-
tion) are of vital importance to business success. It adapts the Plan-Do-Check-Act paradigm for 
continuous improvement. It utilizes tools and techniques for fixing problems in manufacturing and 
business processes in a continuous and disciplined fashion and focuses on decision making based 
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on facts and data rather than on assumptions. However, it requires large amounts of reliable mea-
surement data, which, in contrast to manufacturing, are typically not available in the software de-
velopment domain. The sigma-level is assumed to be the major factor contributing to the fulfill-
ment of customer needs. 

6. Summary and Conclusions 

This paper presented the GQM+Strategies® approach, which provides guidance not just for plan-
ning, but also for analyzing and rolling up the resulting data for the decision-makers. The approach 
helps to make the right decisions for achieving the designated business goals and evaluating the 
implementation strategy. GQM+Strategies® inherits GQM’s benefit of assuring that the metrics set 
is as small as possible and that the data collected address the defined organizational objectives. It 
extends GQM by providing explicit support for linking software measurement goals to organiza-
tional business objectives. Considering this linkage is essential for organizational success, as it 
helps to translate strategic-level objectives into a set of operational software goals and correspond-
ing quantitative project management. It helps to justify software measurement efforts and allows 
measurement data to contribute to higher-level decisions. GQM+Strategies® provides a systematic 
way to deal with relationships between different objectives at various organizational levels. Early 
identification of conflicting objectives may help to prevent failures very early, namely, at the time 
of defining the organizational strategy. Moreover, a transparent way of specifying and synchroniz-
ing objectives at various operational levels supports understanding of the overall business and im-
proves communicating goals and strategies. The GQM+Strategies® development team is currently 
setting up a set of pilot projects for evaluating the approach in practice. Furthermore, tool support 
for specifying a GQM+Strategies® grid is under development. 
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